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•

Playing cards are common around the world and across cultures

•

They are a common medium to share stories and artwork

•

QUANTUM playing cards are a unique way to communicate
physics and inspire an interest in learning more

•

First in a series of decks planned to cover more areas of physics

•

Performance and review
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Experiment card

Accompanying booklet
•

An accompanying booklet provides an introduction
to quantum mechanics, a brief biography of each
physicist, and suggested further reading

•

Available online for free here
•

•

Includes a card that discusses and gives instructions to
perform Thomas Young’s double-slit experiment at home

•

Works reasonably well using a commercial laser pointer
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Can be purchased as a printed booklet
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Logistics

Outreach

•

Cards will be printed in Belgium

•

A conversation starter and an inspiration to learn

•

Raising production funds with a Kickstarter campaign

•

Can be used at outreach events (e.g., activity table)

•

‣

Campaign will run until July 1st (nearly 300% funded)

‣

Already planned for an upcoming event this fall

‣

A single deck costs €10 (plus shipping)

‣

Other material such as coloring pages, posters, t-shirts
and temporary tattoos will also be available

Can be provided at cost for outreach/education uses
‣

•

Searching for grant options to provide decks for free

Expected delivery by November 2021

•

The project has already provided me with unique
outreach opportunities
‣

Engaging with card collectors directly about physics

‣

Public outreach talks through contacts I’ve made

‣

Kickstarter as a means of offering public outreach talks
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•

Instagram: @qedplayingcards

•

Twitter: @CardsQed

•

Facebook: QEDPlayingCards

•

Website: www.qedplayingcards.com
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